Robert Hamilton Mathews (1841-1918) b. NSW. Surveyor turned anthropologist who made substantial contributions particularly to the field of (Aboriginal) social anthropology. He spent much of his time in northern and central NSW where his surveying work brought him into contact with local tribes. Eventually, by 1875, this became his prime endeavour. His interest in the Australian Aborigines, led him to collect data from like-minded individuals across the country. This resulted in the compilation of a wide and diverse range of material concerning the society and languages of the Aboriginal peoples of Australia.
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A. unknown. 1 l.
B. Comparative lists. 4 l.
   i. Arabana [provided by Mrs Gourlay, Mt. Vivien].
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   iii. unknown language : probably from eastern South Australia. 5 l. 29

XXI 'Tharumba Grammar'; Shoalhaven, Ulladulla, Dividing Range. 5 l.

A. parts of speech; grammar. 30

XXII 'Wamba Wamba Notes' [from Mathews : Aboriginal Languages of Queensland and Victoria, Proc. Amer Philos. Society 42 (1903) 184.]. 9 l.

A. parts of speech; grammar. 31

XXIII General Notes [very sketchy] 3 l.

A. Mention of Nggerikudi / Chaapwurung and Peekwurung.
B. Some ethnographic notes; vocabulary. 32

XXIV "Vocabulary of the Language of the Aborigines of the Adelaide District" [from Williams : Adelaide 1839] 3 l.
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XXVII Wirraidyuri language 18 l.
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### XXVIII "Wirraidyuri and other languages of N.S. Wales." 161.

A. Wirraidyuri: general information; parts of speech; grammatical information.
B. Tyattyalla: phrases; parts of speech; grammatical information.
C. Wamba Wamba: parts of speech; grammatical information.
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<td>51</td>
</tr>
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<td>91</td>
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<td>41</td>
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<td>41</td>
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<tr>
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<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. Kurnai</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Brabirrawulung: includes general notes [very sketchy]</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. Tyed-dyu-wur-ru</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Kumbaingerri [mentions Darkinung]</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>11</td>
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<td>T. Tyattyalla</td>
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Box 3179/2 [Folder]
XXX. Gurno material [mainly linguistic with some ethnographic data]:
Material supplied by various people: Tom Keegan, Charlie Elliot
and Harry Perry.

A. Bun-ngwui or killing ceremony. 1 l.
B. Parts of speech with grammatical information. 12 l.
C. Vocabulary and phrases [vocabulary has both the 'common'
and the 'sacred' words listed]. 2 l.
i. includes mention of Wuggarbuggarnyea, a deep hole at
Byrock, and its creation [dreaming].
D. Totems of the Kurno:
i. list of totems. 1 l.
ii. totems and marriage system; includes list of sacred
names and rituals. 2 l.

XXXI. Ngunnhalgo Language

A. Pronominals and pronouns with some grammatical
information. 58
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